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Abstract. Data mining techniques have been successfully employed on user interaction data in exploratory learning environments. In this paper we investigate
using data mining techniques for analyzing student behaviors in an especiallycomplex exploratory environment, with over one hundred possible actions at
any given point. Furthermore, the outcomes of these actions depend on their
context. We propose a multi-layer action-events structure to deal with the complexity of the data and employ clustering and rule mining to examine student
behaviors in terms of learning performance and effects of different degrees of
scaffolding. Our findings show that using the proposed multi-layer structure for
describing action-events enables the clustering algorithm to effectively identify
the successful and unsuccessful students in terms of learning performance
across activities in the presence or absence of external scaffolding. We also report and discuss the prominent behavior patterns of each group and investigate
short term effects of scaffolding.
Keywords: Educational Data Mining, Clustering, Scaffolding.

1

Introduction

A major component of any Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) is the learner model (see
[1, 2]). The learner model is in charge of estimating the learners’ proficiency and
adapting the instruction accordingly. Building a learner model is especially challenging in exploratory environments and ill-defined domains in which students’ responses
do not have a well-defined accuracy. These environments and domains include games
(e.g., Newton’s Playground [3]), simulations (e.g., [4]), open-ended activities (e.g.,
[5, 6]), and meta-cognitive tutoring (e.g., The Help Tutor [7]), to name a few. The
challenge of modeling learners becomes even more acute in complex environments,
where students can engage in a variety of behaviors. One solution in these environments has been to group similar actions together. For example, in Betty’s Brain [5],
an environment that supports learning by drawing causal diagrams, all actions that
involve editing the diagram are labeled as Edit Map. A further complication is introduced in environments which are used as platforms with a large variety of activities.
S. Trausan-Matu et al. (Eds.): ITS 2014, LNCS 8474, pp. 168–177, 2014.
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The current work applies a clustering approach to learning in an open-ended phhysics simulation which enablles complex behaviors and is used with diverse activitties.
Specifically, we address thee following research questions:
1. How can a clustering ap
pproach be applied to complex data from an explorattory
learning environment?
2. What can the data minin
ng tell us about the relationship between student behaviiors
in the environment, theirr learning, and the given activity?
We first discuss related work on clustering and describe the learning environm
ment.
We then describe the expeerimental design and data handling. Last, we describe the
clusters and associated rules, and discuss their meaning.

2

Related Work

In the field of Educational Data Mining, clustering has been applied to different applications for discovering groups
g
of similar users. Relevant to our work, in probllem
solving activities, clustering
g has been used to find better parameter settings for moddels
that assess student knowled
dge [8], as well as discovering student learning tactics [9].
In [10] clustering and rule mining were successfully used to investigate student beehaviors in an interactive simu
ulation. However, to date, clustering and rule mining w
were
typically applied to data fro
om relatively constrained environments.
The current work extend
ds the scope of using clustering by analyzing data from
ma
high-complexity environmeent, the DC Circuit Construction Kit simulation, whichh is
part of the PhET project. PhET (phet.colorado.edu [11]) is a freely-available and
widely-used suite of simulaations in different science and math topics. These 1200 simulations are used over 45,000,000 times a year by a community of middle-schoool to
college students. Figure 1 shows the DC Circuit Construction Kit, one of the m
more
popular simulations of the PhET family1. In this specific simulation, students expllore
basic properties of DC circcuits by connecting wires, light bulbs, resistors, switchhes,
and measurement instrumen
nts, on a virtual test bed.

Fig. 1. The
T DC Circuit Construction Kit simulation
1

http://phet.colorad
do.edu/en/simulation/circuit-constructionkit-dc
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d simulations offer detailed scaffolding and explicit feeedSeveral microworlds and
back (e.g., using cognitive tools
t
such as hypotheses builders [4, 12]). However, PhhET
Simulations attempt to stay
y closer to an authentic inquiry environment, and thus ooffer
neither explicit scaffolding nor explicit feedback. PhET Simulations are used as oppenended platforms for investtigation. Teachers and instructors who assign the simuulations to their students creatte their own activities, usually on paper. As a result, PhhET
simulations are used in a laarge variety of contexts and populations, using a large variety of activities. While so
ome activities include very detailed directions for studeents,
other activities let students explore the topic without much guidance.

3

User Study

One hundred students from
m first-year physics courses in a large Canadian univerrsity
volunteered for a study wh
hich took place outside their normal classroom hours. T
The
study included two activitiees on the topic of DC circuits, each of which took 25 minutes. The first activity focused on the effect of combining light bulbs in differrent
arrangements. The second activity focused on the effect of combining resistors w
with
different resistances. As Ph
hET simulations are typically used with a large varietyy of
activities, students were assigned to one of the two following conditions for the ffirst
activity: Low Scaffolding (LS)
(
and High Scaffolding (HS). Students in the LS conndition received only the general learning goal and a general recommendation to expllore
several light bulbs on the saame loop, on different loops, and a combination of the two.
Students in the HS conditiion received the same learning goal and recommendatiion,
and in addition, were giveen diagrams, tables, and guiding questions. The diagraams
instructed students which circuits to build; the tables asked them to document the
parameters of the differentt circuits; and the guiding questions asked students to reflect, compare, and contraast the different circuits. The HS condition was modeeled
after the recommended actiivities for this context by the PhET project team. The stuudy
began with a short pre-testt, following which students were randomly assigned too either the LS or the HS verssion of the light-bulb activity (see Figure 2). All studeents
received a LS activity for the
t second activity on resistors. This allows us to evaluuate
how the same students alteer their behaviors based on the given scaffolding. Lasst, a
post-test on both activities was given, together with a survey. Three students haad a
perfect score on the pre-testt and were removed from the analysis.

Fig. 2. The study structure

4

Analysis of Userr Actions

Students in the simulation work with a variety of components that include batterries,
wires, light bulbs, resistorrs, and measurement instruments such as ammeters and
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voltmeters. Overall, there aare 124 different types of actions that students can perfoorm
at each moment. These acctions include adding, moving, connecting, splitting, and
removing components, as w
well as changing the attributes of components (such as resistance). Additional action
ns relate to the interface (such as changing views or zoooming in and out), or the simu
ulation itself (such as pausing or resetting the simulatioon).
In addition, the outcomes o
of these actions depend on the state of the simulation. For
example, a student will gett different feedback depending on whether a testing instrument is connected to the cirrcuit or not when s/he is changing the resistance of a reesistor. This makes it quite diffficult to relay on the analysis of user actions alone for the
purpose of understanding tthe learning performance of users. In fact, clustering students according to the raw
w data did not support inferences about learning, as explained further below. Thu
us, we have constructed a multi-layer structure to captture
the context of each action. In this section we introduce this structure and briefly describe the method used for b
behavior discovery.
In order to go beyond th
he raw action types recorded in the log files, we definee an
“action-event” as the entity
y that is formed by a combination of the user action and
relevant contextual informaation. Each action-event consists of a user action (not too be
mily
confused with raw action ttypes), the component involved in that action, the fam
that this specific action in the given context belongs to, and finally, outcome of the
action (Figure 3). Overall, we have identified 226 action-events. Notably, these ffeatures do not create a hierarcchy. For example, joining (action) a wire (component) m
may
lead to a current-change (o
outcome) in some cases when revising a circuit (famiily),
and to no-change (outcomee) when organizing the circuit (family).
It is important to note th
hat by creating this structure we have added semantic information to the data. Con
nverting the data is done automatically by a parser whhich
keeps track of the context ((e.g., if a component is connected to the circuit) and baased
on over 100 conditions, assiigns a value from each layer to each line of log records.
Family (8)

Action (25)

Component (22)

Current-change

Build

Add

Wire

Deliberate-measure

Revise

Join

Resistor
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Test
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Battery
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…

…

Fig. 3. T
The four-layer structure of the action-events

For each of the action-eevents we calculate three features: (i) frequency of the action-event (proportion of th
he number of times each action-event is used comparedd to
total count of all action-eveents) denoted by _f, (ii) mean, and (iii) standard deviattion
of the time spent before eacch action-event (denoted by _m and _s respectively).
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Generating features using different number of layers (e.g., Outcome only, Outcome
and Family, etc.) would result in different feature-sets which contain different levels
of detail about the action-events. Using only the outcome layer would generate 18
features while using all four layers of the action-event structure would result in 678
features. Interestingly, including only a subset of layers in the cluster analysis did not
lead to meaningful results. Thus, we have clustered students based on all 4 layers of
information (and 678 features). This highlights the importance of the semantic information that was added to the data in the preparation phase. In order to model the behaviors of the students we use the user modeling framework proposed in [10] for
discovering groups of students who showed similar interaction behaviors as well as
finding the representative behaviors of each group. Specifically, we look at whether
the identified clusters can detect differences with regard to students’ learning outcomes and the given activity (high vs. low scaffolding). The mentioned user modeling
framework is used for providing support during interaction with an interactive simulation, personalized to each student’s needs [10]. We will only focus on the Behavior
Discovery phase of the framework in this paper (see [10, 13] for more details on the
complete framework).
In Behavior Discovery user interaction data is first pre-processed into feature vectors representing each user. In our case, each vector includes the (i) frequency, (ii)
mean, and (iii) standard deviation of time before each action-event (thus, 226 actionevents × 3 measures per action-event = 678 features). Then, these vectors are clustered in order to identify users with similar interaction behaviors. The distinctive interaction behaviors in each cluster are identified via association rule mining [14]. This
process extracts the common behavior patterns in terms of class association rules in
the form of X  c, where X is a set of feature-value pairs and c is the predicted class
label for the data points where X applies. A confidence value is assigned to each rule
calculated as the proportion of cases where X is true and class label is c over all cases
where X is true. We use the Hotspot algorithm from the Weka data mining toolkit
[15] for association rule mining.
In order to associate behaviors to learning performance, it is first necessary to establish how the user groups generated by clustering relate to learning. If learning performance measures are available, then we can assign a label to each cluster by comparing the average learning performance of the users in that cluster with the performance of the users in the other clusters. This is the approach we successfully adopted
in [10] and will be used in this paper (see [16] for an alternative approach and related
discussion). Introduction of the multi-layer action-events in this work enables us perform the clustering at different levels with different degrees of details and find the
right amount of details that describes the user behaviors effectively.

5

Results and Discussion

As described in the previous section, we apply clustering on user interaction data to
find groups of users in terms of how they interacted with the simulation. Similar to
[10], we are interested to see if the discovered clusters of users correspond to different
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levels of learning performance. However, unlike [10], employing user actions alone
(i.e., either the action layer or the combination of action and component layers in the
action-events structure) did not lead to meaningful results. We attribute this to the
complexity of the interactions in the simulation under study here compared to the one
used in [10]. Thus, we use the full 4-layer action-events structure in our analyses.
In addition to learning performance, we are interested in finding any difference in
distribution of the students in the HS vs. LS conditions between the discovered clusters. Due to performing two simultaneous comparisons on the data, α for the tests
(described below) is adjusted to 0.025 using Bonferroni correction. Furthermore, we
will discuss the association rules describing the behaviors of users in each cluster. Our
analysis first focuses on Activity 1 (A1) and Activity 2 (A2) individually and then we
compare the results between the two activities.
For each activity, the optimal number of clusters is the lowest number suggested
by C-index, Calinski and Harabasz [17], and Silhouettes [18] measures of
clustering validity. The summary statistics of the clusters discovered for A1 and A2
are presented in Table 1 (from left the columns describe: the activity, optimal number
of clusters, cluster labels (HL and LL are described later), and for each cluster: number of students, average of the standardized pre-test and post-test scores, and number
of students from the HS and LS conditions). When performing clustering we faced
cases in which the final clusters had only one member (singletons), therefore we had
to remove the outlier user forming the singleton and repeat the clustering. This
process reduced the number of students to 86 for A1 and 94 for A2.
Table 1. Summary statistics of the clusters for each activity
Activity

Number
of
clusters

A1

4

A2

3

Cluster
Label
1
2
3 (LL1)
4 (HL1)
1 (LL2)
2 (HL2)
3

Overall Num- Average Pre-test Average PostNumber of Number of
ber of stuPerformance test Performance
HS students LS students
dents
(SD)
(SD)
3
-0.9 (.1)
-1.2 (.3)
1
2
3
0.7 (1.1)
1.2 (.4)
0
3
22
0.2 (.9)
-0.5 (1.1)
2
20
58
0.0 (1.1)
0.2 (.9)
42
16
21
-0.2 (.9)
-0.5 (.8)
11
10
65
0.0 (1.0)
0.2 (1.0)
36
29
8
0.2 (1.2)
-0.3 (1.2)
1
7

In order to compare the learning performance of the students in each cluster we use
the standardized post-test scores of the students while using pre-test scores as a covariate in our analysis (using ANCOVA). For the post-hoc analysis, the p values are
again adjusted using Bonferroni correction. We apply χ2 tests in order to see whether
the distribution of students in the LS and HS conditions for the discovered clusters is
different from the even distribution of the two conditions in the whole sample.
5.1

Analyzing Behaviors in Activity 1

There is a significant difference in post-test performance of the students in the four
clusters (p = .001) with a large effect size (η2 = 0.181) after controlling for the pre-test
performance. Since the first two discovered clusters are very small (n = 3), we exclude
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them from post-hoc analysis. For clusters 3 and 4 there is a significant difference in
learning performance of students (p = 0.006). The students in cluster 4 are doing more
than half a standard deviation better in post-test (estimated mean difference is 0.718)
while there is no significant difference in pre-test scores. We will refer to the cluster 3
as Lower Learning (LL1) and cluster 4 as Higher Learning (HL1).
A χ2 test on distribution of students from the LS and HS conditions shows a significant difference with the expected distribution for the four clusters discovered for A1
(p < .001). The same test performed only on the LL1 and HL1 clusters also provides
similar results (p < .001). The majority (over 90 percent) of LL1 students are from the
LS condition. While HL1 cluster is somewhat more balanced in terms of HS to LS
ratio, it comprises over 90 percent of all students in the HS condition. The concentration of the students from the HS condition in a single cluster shows that the scaffolding provided to them encouraged them to behave similarly.
The output of association rule mining process for the LL1 and HL1 clusters of A1 is
shown in Table 2. Rules that applied to at least 50 percent of the members of the cluster and achieved a confidence level over 0.6 were selected. Each part of the association rules is in form of a feature and a corresponding value assigned to it, for example
“None.Build.join.resistor_f = Low” indicates that the (f)requency of using the resistor
component when building the circuit was low.
Table 2. Selected Rules for A1 (confidence values in brackets)
A1 Cluster 3 (LL 1) 4 rules overall:
1. Reading_updated.Test.endMeasure.nonContactAmmeter_f = Low [0.625]
2. Reading_updated.Test.endMeasure.nonContactAmmeter_f = Low AND
None.Build.join.seriesAmmeter_m = High [1.0]
3. Reading_updated.Test.endMeasure.nonContactAmmeter_f = Low AND
None.Revise.remove.lightBulb_m = Medium [1.0]
A1 Cluster 4 (HL 1) 6 rules overall:
1. Reading_updated.Test.endMeasure.nonContactAmmeter_f = High [0.919]
2. Reading_updated.Test.endMeasure.nonContactAmmeter_f = High AND
None.Build.join.resistor_f = Low [0.971]
3. Deliberate_measure.Test.startMeasure.nonContactAmmeter_f = High [0.856]

Rules 1-3 for the LL1 cluster (Table 2) show that LL1 students did not use one of
the main measurement devices, the nonContactAmmeter, frequently enough. Rules 2
and 3 include additional conditions which are hard to interpret at this point. The HL1
cluster includes mainly students in the HS condition. Thus, it is of no surprise that all
selected rules include a frequent use of the nonContactAmmeter, which was required
in order to fill out the tables successfully. Rule 2 also describes infrequent addition of
a resistor. This behavior makes sense, as A1 focuses on light bulbs, and not resistors.
5.2

Analyzing Behaviors in A2

Similar to A1, there is a significant difference in post-test performance of the students in
the three clusters discovered for A2 (p = .011) with a medium effect size (η2 = 0.096)
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after controlling for the pretest performance. The post-hoc analysis for A2 shows a
significant difference in learning performance between clusters 1 and 2 (estimated
mean difference in post-test is 0.646). Cluster 3 was excluded due to its small size
(n =8). Similar to A1, there is no significant difference in pre-test scores between clusters 1 and 2. We will refer to the cluster 1 as Lower Learning (LL2) and cluster 2
as Higher Learning (HL2). Unlike A1, the χ2 test for A2 does not show a significant
difference in distribution of students to clusters by conditions. This means that the cluster analysis was not able to identify any differences among students who received different levels of scaffolding prior to the task (unlike A1, all students received the same
scaffolding in A2).
Table 3. Selected Rules for A2 (confidence values in brackets)
A2 Cluster 1 (LL2) 13 rules overall:
1. None.Build.join.lightBulb_m = Average [0.923]
2. Current_change.Revise.join.wire_f = Low AND None.Pause_f = Low AND
Current_change.Revise.join.resistor_m = Low [0.778]
3. Current_change.Revise.join.wire_f = Low AND None.Pause_f = Low AND
None.Test.endMeasure.nonContactAmmeter_f = Low [0.75]
A2 Cluster 2 (HL2) 3 rules overall:
1. Current_change.Revise.join.wire_f = High [0.957]
2. None.Build.join.lightBulb_m = Low [0.853]
3. None.Build.join.lightBulb_m = Low AND Current_change.Revise.join.wire_f = High [0.978]

The selected rules extracted from LL2 and HL2 clusters are shown in Table 3 (with
the same selection criteria used for A1). The second rule for LL2 talks about students
who do not revise circuits by adding wires, do not pause to study their outcomes, and
last, when joining resistors to existing circuits, they do so rapidly. These three conditions suggest that students in the LL2 cluster, test relatively simple circuits (without
adding wires and loops to existing circuits), and do so hastily – without taking sufficient time to reflect. Rule 3 shared many of these characteristics. Students join few
loops to working circuits, take only few pauses, and use one of the instrument devices, the nonContactAmmeter, only rarely. Put together, rules 2 and 3 of the LL2 cluster
match current theories of learning. To learn, students should take time to reflect,
compare similar circuits, and measure the outcomes of their methods. Students in this
cluster only rarely engaged in these behaviors. Notably, the rules talk about specific
aspects of extending circuits and using measurement instruments (e.g., nonContactAmmeter is included, but not Voltmeter). Additional data is required to understand
these characteristics of the rules.
The rules for the HL2 cluster are at sharp contrast with the LL2 cluster. As the first
rule shows, these students often extended working circuits by adding loops. The last
two rules talk about students who take little time before adding light bulbs. These
rules are somewhat surprising, as the activity was about resistors and not about light
bulbs. Additional data is required before these rules can be interpreted.
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Comparing A1 and A2

Comparing the discovered rules for A1 and A2 helps us to understand the behaviors
that are specific to an activity vs. the ones that transfer across all activities and levels
of scaffolding. Additionally, such comparison can highlight the advantages and limitations of using clustering to identify learners in a complex simulation.
Overall, the rules for the four clusters show one clear trend that repeats across activities and levels of scaffolding: A frequent use of the measurement devices, and
especially the nonContactAmmeter, is associated with higher learning. The converse
is true, too – an infrequent use of the instrument is associated with low learning.
While the trend can be seen in three of the four clusters, it is notable that the rules
themselves are dissimilar. It may be that our search space included too many similar
features, so that alternative features that hold similar meanings appeared in different
rule sets. An alternative explanation is that the behaviors as captured by user actions
is dependent on the task, which means although users with similar learning performance tend to show similar behaviors, these behaviors vary from task to task. In this
case, transferability of cluster-based user models in simulation environments may be
limited. We plan to collect additional data from other simulations to evaluate the
transferability of the identified behaviors. A statistical analysis of effects of changes
in scaffolding levels between A1 and A2 is presented in [19].

6

Conclusions

We clustered students who worked with two activities and two levels of scaffolding in
an open-ended simulation. Our results show that the clusters gave us meaningful information about learning, but only when the raw data was augmented with semantic,
contextual data.
Analysis of the clusters also revealed several interesting patterns in the data. All
students who received high scaffolding were clustered in the same group, suggesting
that the scaffolding directed them to a certain behavioral style. Notably, students who
received low levels of scaffolding were distributed across four clusters.
In addition, one main behavior was associated with better learning across activities:
the frequent use of measurement devices. At the same time, while the interpretation of
the rules may be similar, the actual rules are different, and thus their transferability
across activities should be further studied. For example, it is not yet clear why only
certain aspects of testing appear in the clusters, and not others. Furthermore, some
rules remain hard to interpret. It may be that shrinking the feature list without losing
semantic information may lead to more consistent rules across activities.
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